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Dear Friends

Thankyou foryourpatience waiting forthis

update I havebeen overwhelmed by the lovely messages that
continue to flood into our salon inbox
handiwork on
I especially love the photo's showing
your
a
husbands and children and
predictponytails to be

big hit this

summer

While we weren't expecting Boris to let us return to
the salon immediately I think all of us were shocked

at the earliest
that it would be
July
Manyof you will already have missed yourregular
trains but remember we are all in this together and
think
3ms per
your hair grows slower than

week apparently so lets not

healthy is far

more

you

just

worry staying fit and
important and you may even be

tempted to find new styles
The announcement that camefromthegovournment
States that IF and only IF numbers infections

of

we will beable to
from ruOVID do not spike again
9908
on
open
Saturday 4thJuly and with this date
team and I aim to deliver the
in mind

my

highest standards of hairdressing
environment that we all deserve

As

you will know

in

the safest

salon isn't the largest
of
so we have organised ourselves into two teams
spaces
working different shifts This will enable Jan
and I to run our appointments as usual
having
sufficient space between two chairs the backwash
and reception All our team members have already
completed courses in proper sanitation and
practices as well as understanding the control
of COULD I9
In the comingweeks we will be working with our
brand Aveda who are continuing to monitor the
situation daily engaging with medical experts and
regularly reviewing communicationsfrom health
authorities to ensure we have the correct PPE and
our

disinfecting

are

trained to carry out

our

services

safely

to beextremely
we are
Once we are
expecting
open
finally
as
there
is now a backlog
busy
appointments
of
For this reason and to help us get used to the new

social distancing we have decided that I will
only
be cutting during the
Jan will be
first week while
adding colour services from Monday 6thJuly
This will enable us togive more
the chanceto

have

haircut

ofyou

possible as we anticipate
colouringservices will take longer than usual
This.situation has certainlybrought on some
new challenges but we are determined to riseto the
occasion with a positive attitude and high level
of
professionalism and ask that you be patient
with us while under
new measures we do our
best to
all in
a

as

soon

fit you

very

Onbehalfof the whole team
until

as

we

we wish

you health

at you again

and happiness

Warmest wishes

Sarah y
P S Look out
for further updates

Avector products

and

on

virtual consultations

Sara B's homebeautytreatments

